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Supplemental File 3. Description of Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research 

(CFIR) methodology approach 

 

We followed the CFIR methodology as outlined by Damschroder and colleagues.[1]  

 

1) Adapted CFIR codebook for this study 

We adapted CFIR domains, constructs, and definitions to align with the context of the 

Alberta FICare™ cRCT and to standardize application of the framework among our team. Major 

adaptations included the addition of sub-constructs to existing domains, the addition of a sixth 

domain, incorporation of the family unit in patient-based domains, and integration of existing 

theories and frameworks. 

Sub-constructs added to existing domains were Compatibility Values, Compatibility Work 

Processes, Intervention Participants, Reflecting and Evaluating Implementation, and Reflecting 

and Evaluating Intervention; these sub-constructs were added to improve the granularity of our 

coding. We added a sixth domain, Outcomes, to capture perceived success of implementation 

and Alberta FICare™ practice, with a single construct on Implementation Success and sub-

construct on Implementation Success Recommendations.  

The Patient Needs and Resources construct was modified to Family/Patient Needs and 

Resources to better reflect the NICU-specific intervention participants of Alberta FICare™.  

We incorporated existing theories and frameworks into the codebook to clarify some 

construct and sub-construct definitions. We defined Culture sub-constructs using the Competing 

Values Framework[2] from the field of organizational culture research. This framework 

describes two polarities that influence an organization’s effectiveness: (1) internal focus and 

integration vs. external focus and differentiation; and (2) stability and control vs. flexibility and 

discretion. Using these competing values, organizational cultures can be described as the 

following types (incorporated as sub-constructs into the codebook): Clan, Adhocracy, Market, 

and Hierarchy. Bandura’s Self-Efficacy Theory was used to define the construct of Self-

Efficacy.[3] To define the construct Individual Stage of Change, we used a proposed 10-step 

model for inducing change in professional behaviour, which draws on the both the Trans-

theoretical Model of Behaviour Change[4] and Diffusion of Innovation Theory.[5] 

PZ developed the draft codebook of constructs, sub-constructs and operational definitions. 

PZ, NVS, DM, and KB collaboratively reviewed, revised, and approved the codebook. Our full 

codebook is available upon request from the corresponding author. 

 

2) Content analysis of each interview transcript 

a. Code to CFIR construct 

Two authors (PZ and NVS) used deductive content analysis to manually and independently 

code interview responses to one or more constructs. PZ served as the expert coder given her role 

as project coordinator for the Alberta FICare™ cRCT, and NS served as the naïve coder given 

her lack of involvement with cRCT implementation prior to the onset of this evaluation study. 

They periodically compared coding to ensure mutual application of the framework. Minor 

clarifications to operational definitions were resolved through discussion and consensus. 

 

b. Assign rating to each coded statement (+2, +1, 0, -1, -2) 

We aggregated coded statements by domain and construct for each study site using a 

modified CFIR memo template.[6] PZ and NVS independently assigned a valence (+ or -) and 
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strength (0, 1, or 2) rating to each statement, using the criteria outlined in Table C1. To ensure 

consistency in rating approach, the two authors met periodically to compare statement ratings 

and resolve minor disagreements (20% of ratings across 1,584 statements).  

Multicoded (statements assigned to one or more construct) represents 10% of our dataset (1,584 

statements with 1,761 valence and strength ratings). For analysis, statements assigned to multiple 

codes were treated as individual ratings by construct.  

 

3) Assigned summary rating to each construct at site level 

We created a quantitative dataset with the statement ratings treated as an ordinal variable, 

with possible values of -2 (greatest negative strength) to +2 (greatest positive strength). First, 

sub-construct statement ratings were collapsed to their parent construct (e.g., statements ratings 

for sub-construct Hierarchy were collapsed to parent construct Culture). Next, we assigned 

overall construct ratings at the unit (NICU site) level. For each site, we calculated the percentage 

of statements in each construct that had a positive or negative valence (regardless of strength) 

and used majority rules to assign an overall construct rating of “facilitator” or “barrier” for that 

site. 

For example, consider a construct at site A with 5 coded statements rated +2, +1, +2, 0, -1; 

the proportion of statements for each valence is 60% positive, 20% no influence, and 20% 

negative, leading to a majority rules decision that this construct was a facilitator at site A. Where 

there was no clear majority influence, constructs were deemed “swing factors” such that the 

influence of this construct on implementation could be positive or negative depending on 

context. Constructs with no statements were assigned a “missing” rating.  

 

4) Assigned summary rating to each construct overall 

We then assigned overall construct ratings across all sites. For each construct, we calculated 

the percentage of sites that were assigned a facilitator, barrier, swing factor, or missing and used 

majority rules to assign an overall construct rating. Missing construct ratings were omitted in the 

determination of overall construct ratings except for when all 10 sites did not have data for a 

given construct (the construct was then rated overall as missing).  

For example, consider a construct that emerged as a facilitator at four sites (40%), a swing 

factor for two sites (20%), a barrier for one site (10%) and was missing for three sites (30%); 

there was no clear majority rules, leading to the decision that this construct was a swing factor 

for implementation across all sites.  

Interactions between constructs were out of the scope of our objective.   

 

Table S1. Criteria used to assign ratings to statements and constructs 

Rating Criteria 

−2 The construct is a negative influence in the organization, an impeding influence in 

work processes, and/or an impeding influence in implementation efforts.  

At the statement level, the interviewee describes explicit examples of how the key 

or all aspects (or the absence) of a construct manifests itself in a negative way.  

At the construct level, the majority of interviewees (at least two) describe explicit 

examples of how the key or all aspects (or the absence) of a construct manifests 

itself in a negative way. 

−1 The construct is a negative influence in the organization, an impeding influence in 
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Rating Criteria 

work processes, and/or an impeding influence in implementation efforts. 

Interviewees make general statements about the construct manifesting in a negative 

way but without concrete examples: 

• The construct is mentioned only in passing or at a high level without examples or 

evidence of actual, concrete descriptions of how that construct manifests; 

• There is a mixed effect of different aspects of the construct but with a general 

overall negative effect; 

• There is sufficient information to make an indirect inference about the generally 

negative influence; and/or 

• Judged as weakly negative by the absence of the construct, where the statement(s) 

demonstrated incompatibility with a construct and have a generally negative 

influence 

0 A construct has neutral influence if: 

• It appears to have neutral effect (purely descriptive) or is only mentioned 

generically without valence; 

• There is no evidence of positive or negative influence; 

• Credible or reliable interviewees contradict each other. This criterion applies only 

at the construct level.  

• There are positive and negative influences at different levels in the organization 

that balance each other out; and/or different aspects of the construct have positive 

influence while others have negative influence and overall, the effect is neutral. 

+1 The construct is a positive influence in the organization, a facilitating influence in 

work processes, and/or a facilitating influence in implementation efforts. 

At the statement level, the interviewee describes explicit examples of how the key 

or all aspects (or the absence) of a construct manifests itself in a positive way.  

At the construct level, the majority of interviewees (at least two) describe explicit 

examples of how the key or all aspects (or the absence) of a construct manifests 

itself in a positive way. 

• The construct is mentioned only in passing or at a high level without examples or 

evidence of actual, concrete descriptions of how that construct manifests; 

• There is a mixed effect of different aspects of the construct but with a general 

overall positive effect; and/or 

• There is sufficient information to make an indirect inference about the generally 

positive influence. 

+2 The construct is a positive influence in the organization, a facilitating influence in 

work processes, and/or a facilitating influence in implementation efforts. The 
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Rating Criteria 

majority of interviewees (at least two) describe explicit examples of how the key or 

all aspects of a construct manifests itself in a positive way. 

 M Missing: Interviewee(s) were not asked about the presence or influence of the 

construct; or if asked about a construct, their responses did not correspond to the 

intended construct and were instead coded to another construct. Interviewee(s) lack 

of knowledge about a construct does not necessarily indicate missing data and may 

instead indicate the absence of the construct. 
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